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I.  INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS:  CONTEXT AND STRATEGY. 

UNIDO is to be congratulated for the attention it is now 

devoting to the role of institutions in industrial development. 

For too many years,, this essential element in industrial deve- 

lopment has been neglected.  Students of development agree 

that institutions cannot be built in a social vacuum.  They must 

be appropriate to the particular circumstances of the country 

in which they function and the society that they serve; and they 

must be instrumental to the strategy of development which is 

adopted by the country's leadership.  This calls for a few 

observations on the context of industrial development which will 

guide our subsequent argument. 

Though e-'ery country is distinctive, those 'n the early 

stages of industrial and manufacturing development tend to have 

several features in common: a very large- majority of the people 

live and work in rural areas and derive their livelihoods from 

farming, cattle-raising and similar primary occupations; capital 

is relatively scarce and expensive and so is foreign exchange; 

the infrastructure of roads, electric power and similar facili- 

ties is limited and is concentrated in one or a few urban areas; 

i  
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tectinical  and   lanasentsnt exporiuir i and related i   ills and 

training  facili ti03 are limited;   the domestic market for indus- 

trial producta j.s siiiall Ù-.0  l.u r...L~ tivolv   aitali    population, and 

the low cash in coir.;: s of the groat majority of people,  especially 

those  in rumi areas. 

?!••::.TO cireu.r.ctai-.ces suggest  thn lines of an industrial 

dovelepJT.'»:\l  strategy w.^ocrj obj'.;tivec are  to spread benefits   and 

oppo'-tu litica  to participate widely among  the people,  to achieve 

efficiently il  l h-î iu.a ot  ncarce resources,   and to lay the ground- 

v/ork  for covLinv.ing aid healthy envelopment of  industrial acti- 

•/.!.tir.p,     r'.'h.-?  GtiTa'c^gy r:u'..;rTBtcd calls  for  industries that are 

€'.:;:lcyT.,3nt intnisiva,  ••.vxiniae  i.ha use of  local materials and 

locally .•ivi.'.ilahle  ahi.'1 In,   foster   local  entrepreneurship and  the 

devolo; :nrpt oi  Uoi.wRtic r-nagurial and  technical capabilities, 

•;i<l ûicyeirr:   industry   K,fnH,^r,i-f   <• ••>.->  country.     Such  industries 

? re .1 'he! / t^ *-  -m.~n ••-•»••  qp-^ll' *n Merle whether measured  in 

capital  in' i.;':" wes,  outrât or employment  to favor small-scale 

technologies,   and  to evii.rr prir.irr.Uy  to domestic mass markets,  but 

without  ignorine' export rackets when  it is  possible to capitalise 

.ri, s(.~c c^-;-.re¡;ivc advantage  in skills,   location or raw materials.- 

An  industrial development strategy oriented  to domestic market must 

be complementary to policies  for  increasing agricultural productivity 

and production,  especially by  th^ mass of  small cultivators.  This 

is escer.tial  to  the e;.pan s i or.  ni  ri e:'.e o »-.i e t.iarkets and the development 

of  in*?us';rY thr'; entert» to the  rardn of the majority of the 

y 

i  

y« ¿'For a LJiocertation ¿uiu analyuis of the benefits of such a 
strate""  ïZJ lUchaci rccr.e*;,  Gerio M.  Tidrick and David Williams, 
•The Rax. ce of strategic ciov.ee  in Tar.*sr.nian Industry",  Journal off 

Dcveloprr.-jp.t iJccrcnJc:i,  March  1?76,   pp  2S7-275. 
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population. 

Two important cautions should , however, be noted: 1) countries 

should avoid the temptation to go the easy route of developing 

an industrial structure of highly protected, import-substituting 

industries which produce luxury and semi-luxury products at very 

high unit cost for a small section of the urban population, preempt 

the country's scarce capital and foreign exchange and provide 

very few jobs while aggravating the unequal distribution of 

incomes. While a few capital intensive industries may be 

desirable in order to reduce dependence on foreign sources of 

supply and to lay the groundwork for future industrial develop- 

ment by stimulating backward and forward linkages - in effect 

"walking on both legs" - countries should avoid being locked 

into inefficient and high cost industrial structures which 

neither cater to local mass markets nor have any prospect for 

exports.  2) Governments should hesitate to assume a major 

role in th operation of small scale industri' s.  Experience 

indicates that this is not an activity that governments do well. 

This implies that incentives and consistent policies should be 

available to encourage and assist those who are willing to make 

the effort and take the risks of industrial enterprise, whether 

they be private individuals or groups, cooperatives or community 

organizations. 

II. PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE DESIGN OF INSTITUTIONS 

Three principles should be emphasized in designing institutions 

suitable to the conditions and the strategies outlined above. 
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1. Keep the number of organizations small. Given the 

financial lim., cations under which jovernments struggle and 

the shortage of persons experienced and ¡skilled in manufacturing 

technologies and in business management, governments are well 

advised to avoid the premature differentiation of organizations 

either by function or by type of industry.  There is great danger 

that small specialized organizations will proliferate, none of which 

have sufficient capacity or resources to provide useful or 

needed services to those interested in industrial ventures In 

their frustation, such organizations may never become institutions. 

They will waste the talents of their small staffs, but be unable 

to provide effective public services. 

2. Emphasize multi-functional organizations.  Combine in 

a single organization or in a very few organizations several 

related functions including promotion, research, finance, technical 

and managerial assistance and external linkages.  This will serve 

three important purpo-" \-• .-.) Tt will ennble the organization to 

achievo a scalo adequate to serve ¡tr; clientele both in the capital 

city and in the regions at a satisfactory level of technical perfor- 

mance, to expedite  favorable decisions with other government agencies, 

and to represent and fight at the political level for policies and 

resources needed  to support and sustain industrial development; 

b) it will facilitate coordination among the various specialized fun- 

ctions that are important to launching and supporting specific projects 

and will help to avoid the delays and the communications bottlenecks 

i 
i 
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inherent in coordination between several independent bureau- 

cratic agencies; c) it will greatly simplify the problems of 

the interested public.  The entreprenuer will have one or at 

worst a very few government offices to deal with, instead of 

bei/ig shunted back and forth among several specialized agencies 

in order to get his project off the ground. 

3* Locate the institution or institutions high enough in 

the structure of government to enable them to perform effectively 

their political as well as their linkage functlona. Even though 

many related functions may be combined in a single organization, 

as indicated above, not all functions related to industrial 

development can ever be so combined.  For example, the Central 

Bank will probably continue to allocate foreign exchange, and the 

Public Works Department will continue to control highway construc- 

tion and water supply.  In addition to serving its clients, 

industrial davale;-::—v. 'r.r'-il-j-isnr. v.-i.M hrv.'e to work with other 

agencies whose main concerns ¿ire not with industrial development 

and attempt to persuade them to attach high priority to industrial 

development needs and to act favorably on individual cases. Unless 

the institution has sufficient standing in the competitive structure 

of government, it will be unable to gain the necessary acceBs to 

other decision-makers or to exercise effective "clout" on behalf 

of industrial development. The real priority that government« 

attach to industrial development can often be gauged both by 

L___. 
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the resource? they allot to such activities and by the level 

at which they locate its runctions  in the beauracratic 

hierarchy. 

III.     BUILDING  AND MANAGING   INDUSTRIAL  DEVELOPMENT  INSTITUTIONS 

Institution builders have two simultaneous tasks:   1)   to 

build and guide an organization or a network of organizations 

committed to a common purpose and 2)   to manage its linkages 

with other organizations,  groups and individuals which are impor- 

tant to the successful accomplishment of  its mission.     In the 

discussion which follows,  I  shall be drawing on a set of insti- 

tution-building variables drawn up in the  framework of a research 

program which has applied these concepts to a number of deve- 

V lopmental ventures in many sectors and in many countries. 

The purpose of institution building is not merely to build 

viable and self-sustaining organizations.    This  is a necessary 

but not sufficient condition of    uccessful  inst-iution-building. 

The broader purpose is to insure that the  innovations which a 

new organization represents become accepted and valued elements 

of  the environment in vJhich it functions and are broadly supported 

and institutionalized throughout the society.    The organization 

must take into account and adapt to the realities of the society in 

which it functions,  but the organization is also a dynamic agent of 

2/ - For a presentation and analysis of the  institution building 
framework see Milton J.  Esman,   "The Elements of  Institution Build- 
ing"  in Joseph W.  Eaton  (ed)   Institution Building and Development; 
From Concept to Application,  Sage Publications,   1972.     See also 
Melvin Blase,   Institution Building:  A Source Book,  1973, distributed 
by Sage Publications,  Beverly Hills,  California. 

i  
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change. Thiu, in a successful institution building effort 

the society adapts in important respects to the innovations 

which the organization represents.  In the case of an insti- 

tution committed to industrial development, this would mean 

that other agencies of government shift their priorities in 

the direction of industrial development and that they incor- 

porate this priority and the strategies of industrial deve- 

lopment represented by the new organization into their own 

operations.  For example, the Ministry of Education adjusts 

its curriculum to include training at all levels in skills 

required by manufacturing firms.  When these changes have 

been brought about an organization can be said to be institu- 

tionalized within its environment. 

There are five main functions which must be taken into 

account in building an organization which seeks to achieve 

institutional status: 

A) Leadership.  An organization committed to introducing 

and sustaining important innovations in its society — new 

services or improved ways of doing things — must have 

effective leadership.  The leadership must be technically, 

managerially and politically competent.  It must be fully 

committed to the purposes for which the organization stands 

and thus prepared to work hard for them in the face of limited 

resources, and of scepticism, disinterest and even 

among important groups in its environment.  And it must enioy 

reasonable continuity so that it will not have to suffer the loss 
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of momentum and of experience and the uncertainties which so 

often occur when leadership changes. 

Leadership is properly conceived as a group procees,  not as 

an individual phenomenon.    Leadership groups should share and 

divide responsibilities for technical supervision, external 

contacts and internal management.    The organization must have 

a program for developing managers from within so that they may 

be available to move up when needed and so that the top manage- 

ment of  the institution may combine both people selected from 

the outside on political grounds and those chosen from the in- 

side on  the basis of experience and tested performance. 

B)     Doctrine.    An organization which is attempting to pro- 

duce changes and to impress its value upon society must have a 

clear doctrine,  a statement of the organization's purposes and 

priorities and the methods by which it will carry out these 

functions.    Doctrine serves two main purposes:  it contributes 

to cohesiveness — a sense of common purpose within the organi- 

zation - and thus helpa to orient the staff to common objectives 

while  facilitating internal communication and consistent action. 

It also   projects to those outside the organization an    authori- 

tative   image of what the organization stands for and how they 

can expect to relate to it.    Doctrine is useful both in building 

support and in making the organization's activities more predic- 

table to those who must deal with it.    Though elements of institu- 

tional doctrine may change over time,  they are likely to change 
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only   slowly and   gradually.     Thus, doctrine can be considered an 

element of stability in the  relationship of  an organization to 

its   internal   nd   external publics      It indicates what the orga- 

nization stands   for and how  it  can be expected to behave. 

The doctrine of an industrial development, institution might 

incorporate some   of the broad   strategies of   industrial develop- 

ment   for which  the organization  stands and which it might be 

expected to implement.   These  might include the intended  role of 

industry in the   country's economic and social development,   types 

of  projects to which it would  be likely to grant first priority, 

questions of foreign versus domestic ownership and control,  and 

the   kinds of assistance the  organization would be prepared to 

offer.    Because   entrepreneurs   so frequently  suspect that govern- 

ment-supported  agencies are more likely to regulate than to help 

them,   the theme   of service and  assistance to aspiring entrepreneur» 

ought  to be prominently emphasized in the organization's doctrine. 

A successful industrial development institution must be client- 

oriented. 

C.    Program. The organization's program represents the 

translation of  doctrine into  daily operations,  how its  resource« 

will   be allocated  among alternative and sometimes competing 

activities, what   kinds of clients it will  serve,  and what specific 

services it will   offer.    The   elements of program are likely to be 

flexible and pragmatic and to  change with experience,  circumstance» 

and   stages of development.     While the emphasis may shift over 

time,   the program components   of an industrial development organiza- 

tion  are likely   to cover 1)   public information and promotion, 

2)   managerial and  technical   training,   3)   research on industrial 

m 
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opportunities   (including technical and economic  feasability 

of  specific projects), 0,1 p^ocesties,  and  on   products,   4) 

facilitating the   establishment,   expansion   and   increased 

efficiency of enterprises  including access   to  credit and  foreign 

exchange, technical and managerial advice   and  consultancy, 

sites   and services, and assistance in marketing,   and 5)   fire- 

fighting, helping   to solve  specific problems  as  they arise.- 

Because of   the numerous   specific activities that are 

essential to the   implementation of any effective  industrial 

development strategy, it is   not  likely that   a  single organization 

can   perform all   these functions  itself.     Much of the program 

will    require the   cooperation   of  other agencies.     This might 

include,  for example,  skills   training which  would probably 

involve the Ministry of Education, allocation of  foreign 

exchange controlled by the  Central Bank,   and electric power 

which   is distr:   >uted by an   Electricity Corporation      Aside 

from   what the   organization   can  do directly   for  its clients, 

it   must attempt   to see that   important  industrial  development 

services are performed by  other agencies   in  ways that are 

congruent with    its development  strategics   and helpful   to  its 

clients.    This   dimension of   institutional   development will 

be   discussed  below under  the   heading of   "linkages." 

~'A   good list   of   the various   functions   suitable for industrial 
development  institutions     is   found in  Laurence L.  Barber's 
monograph, Institutional  Infrastructure   for   Industrial. Develop- 
mont,   UHIDO/ICIS"36,  1977,   p.    21. 

1 
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D)    Resources.     In order to implement its programs, any 

organization requires  resources.    There  is a close relationship 

between resources and program.   An  effective program builds 

up support which enables an organization to claim and attract 

additional resources.     Resources,   in turn, both make program 

activities possible and  limit the activities that can reason- 

ably be undertaken.     Organizations must UBe and manage the re- 

sources they have efficiently in order to justify continued access 

to them, but the must resist the temptation to expand their acti- 

vities beyond their  financial, personnel or informational capabi- 

lities to prevent failure and loss of confidence by those whose 

support is important to effective performance. 

Three major classes of resources are essential to organiza- 

tional performance: 

1.    Personnel with the varieties of skills and commitments 

needed for industrial development.     This is unquestionably the 

most important asset oí any organization and one that requires 

continuous cultivation.    Persons with appropriate skills are 

not likely to be available on the domestic labor market of 

early industrializing countries.     Staff development must there- 

fore be planned *nd carried out  systematically as a long-term 

investment in the organization and in its social purposes. 

Training must be tailored to the needs and potentials of indivi- 

dual staff members and provided on the job,  in academic institu-» 

tions or through practical experience within the country or 

abroad. 

The organization must attempt to provide  job satisfaction 

for its staff  in order to retain them in the organization once 
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they are trained and to maintain enthusiasm and high-level 

performance, often in e.  .Tsse of the frustrations and dis- 

appointments thct —: -•• ^'— <- ^—cy encounters.  Salaries 

and promotional opportunities are» of course, important 

to the individual staff nember but opportunities to exercise 

initiative and to see the good results of their own work are 

essential to job satisfaction, because there are inevitable 

: i^itctiens in s.ilery, prerequisites and promotions in govern- 

iL-iit-relat-KÌ orçrnizetions. 

Horeover, turnover in many parts of the organization 

i. likely to bo largo because good employees will 

attract good ofx'rrs iron the outside which will be hard for 

then to rosi-'-. Th.y i\?y  "eloc-ne the opportunity to manage 

¡_r;f>cific enterprises richer than work entirely in facilitating 

operations cwi^d end Managed by others.  To provide cadres 

Tor new or expanding indurcries may be a very useful function 

-Tor an industr:il ccv?:«vr.ant orgar ization, contributing to 

tho  nation's ipviustrri.-.l .. .;velt--pnient, even though it confronta 

C^-J  organisation and it': l-^^'-T^h^p with the continuing and 

e >=r.i"ive tack oc recruiting and developing personnel with 

id, .-arieti' of technical, professional and managerial skills. 

..,* lo-g as it c?n maintain acceptable levels of competence 

nnong its staff, rapià mobility and advancement within the 

019-nization nay be an important source of job satisfaction 

given the united salaries that governments can usually provide. 

Staff development will therefore be a continuing concern for 

the leaders of industrial development institutions.  What must 

be avoided, hovever, arc conflicts of interest among ambitious 
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staff  members who   look   to eventual  careers  in   industry and  former 

staff  member? now   in  industry  whr may expect  inequitable  attention 

and  even illegal   preferences   and  favors. 

2.     Information.     No organization  can discharge  its  respon- 

sibilites without accurate  and current  information  and this 

is  certainly  the   case with   industrial  development  organizations. 

The  organization   needs   to establish and maintain   flows of   in- 

formation about  a)   existing  enterprises,   their performance and 

their capabilities b)   domestic sources of  skills,   finance and 

raw materials,   c)   market  opportunities  domestic  and  abroad 

d)   specific  sources of   training and  skills development both 

domestic and  foreign,   e)   technical data  and sources  of data 

about processes,   products  and managerial  methods   suitable  to 

the  circumstances of the country and  f)   absolute  and relative 

cost   factors  for   all  the previously mentioned classes of  data. 

Its   sources  of  data should   be  both domestic and   international, 

depending on the  subject. 

Ways must  be  found not only  to acquire and   insure the  flow 

of   such essential  information,  but also to see that it  is recorded 

and  stored   in ways that make   it readily accessible  to prospec- 

tive  users both   in the  organization and outside.     This is espe- 

cially important   for an organization with a rapid  rate of 

staff turnover  and with a diverse and geographically dispersed 

clientele.     Industrial  development organizations must thus 

invest in acquiring,  processing,   storing and especially  in 

difussing  information essential to  its mission.     Organizations 

cannot function  either   in an  information vacuum or   in an ocean 

of   unprocessed data.     Since  potentially useful  information 

is  nearly  infinite and  the   processing of  information expensive, 
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priorities must be assigned from time to time depending upon 

the priorities which the leadership estimates for the near 

or midterm future for each branch and major activity of the 

organization.  Like personnel, information must be carefully 

planned both as to acquisition and use because it is both 

relatively useful and relatively costly. 

3. Funds. Money is essential for building and operating an 

organization and carrying out its program. In the case of an indus- 

tiral development institution, funds are necessary for staff develop- 

ment, for research, for the diffusion of information, for providing 

advisory services, and for the multiple forms of assistance required by 

small industry.  It is important also that an industrial devel- 

opment strategy facilitate the access of new industrial entre- 

preneurs to sources of investment and working capital. These 

financing functions should normally be performed by banking 

institutions in the public or private sectors, by financial intermedi- 

aries, or by informal associations . f savers and uters of funds, but 

under some circumstances a multifunctional industrial development 

organization itself may have to control and allocate some funds.  In 

any event it should be able to influence the establishment of criteria 

and priorities for the allocation of investment and working capital 

funds, including the terms on which loans are made - which should 

generally not contain a subsidy element.  Its expertise should assist 

candidates for loans to prepare and present convincing loan 

applications and help them to set up financial management 

»systems. Good financial and management information systems 

will help to insure that loan funds are properly used and 

u. _._ 
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accounted for,   and thus protect  the credit worthiness of new 

firms as well as the capital  funds dedicated to industrial 

development. 

Funds for  industrial development organization are  likely 

to be available  fro.,'» thr^w  ..our^ej:     yovcanaient budgets, 

foreign assistance and the sale of  services.     In the early 

stages of industrial development  it  is unlikely  that  industrial 

development organizations can earn significant funds  from the 

sale of services.    Foreign üBíJí. tance in the form of advisory infor- 

mational,  and consultative  cervices,  overseas  training opportunities, 

grant  fund*  to support the operation of  industrial development 

organizations,   and loan  funds  to provide capital for  industrial 

ventures including foreign exchange costs are likely to be 

available  from o nutzer of  bilateral and multilateral  sources 

for well conceive programo  and  institutions.     Thus  the 

financial burdci en government budgets and on domestic  savings 

can be relieved and -   •-'^  hy crr«ian assistance from many 

sources.     Extern,-»i   I—'-^P"?) c--.i  sur>Dlement,  but never  fully 

substitute for  financial  support by government. 

Clearly the relict le  flow of  funds  for the operations of 

industrial development organization and for project lending 

must be an  important preoccupation of  institutional  leadership. 

The continued availability of  funds is likely to be dependent 

on  the organization's performance -    on the record it establishes 

for efficient and effective assistance to new industrial enter- 

prises.     Dctvtjcn the establishment of a new organization and the 

time that it can reasonably be expected to have an impact on 

L. 
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industrial development there  is  likely  to be a period when 

it  is  assembling  and developing  staff   and building  up  its 

informational   resources.     During  this   period  it  is  unreason- 

able and  premature  to judge  the organization's performance, 

except  in terms of  building  its capabilities.     During  this 

time,  which might  last from  two  to three years,   there must 

be a  period of  grace when  judgments  about effectiveness 

are withheld  and   funds allocated  to  the  organizations are 

regarded as an  investment in  its  future capabilities which 

are pre-requisite  to any important  impact it. may eventually 

have on  the  country's  industrial  growth. 
E)      Internal   Structure     Every  complex organization must 

have an   internal  structure which determines  the division of 

labor  among units and  individuals performing specific specialized 

functions.     Organizational  structure  determines  formal  lines 

of  authority  and  affects  the  flow of   information  both within 

the organization and to and  from i*-s  external environment. 

Whether  the main breakdown should be  by  function   (e.g.   research, 

technical  assistance,  manpower  development,   financial  assistance, 

public  information)   or by geographic  area,  or by clientele 

group   (e.g.   type of   industry  to  be  served)   or by  combinations 

of  these  principles depends  upon  specific  factors  in each 

country's  situation,  which  cannot be  dealt with  in  a general 

statement.     At an  early stage  in every project activity,   it  is  impor- 

tant   that  a  single officer  be  made  responsible  for  piloting  the 

project  through  the various  stages of  evaluation,   negotiation 

and  action  until   it  is  implemented  or  dropped.     This  tends   to 

fix responsibility and  to provide a  single contact point  for 

the  interested public. 
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There are two problems, which must be successfully dealt 

with by an organization attempting to serve a diverse and 

dispersed el entele: 

1)  Coordination among functionally specialized units 

within the organization or its network of organizations so 

that the specific priorities established by leadership can 

be maintained on behalf of the clients whom all of the units 

are expected to serve. Coordination, for example, among research 

manpower training, and technical assistance activities serving 

a single industrial firm can be facilitated by active and con- 

sistent policy and program direction by top management and 

by informal liaison within the organization, crossing formal 

boundaries of the administrative hierarchy in order to 

expedite common tasks.  In order to facilitate informal team 

work of this kind, the organization must provide for sufficient 

decentralization of decision making so that informal coordina- 

tion can occur down the line.  If small decisions must float 

up to the top of the hierarchy, action will be slow and coordina- 

tion on the ground on behalf of the organization's clients will 

be virtually impossible. Control from the top should be 

exercised by clear policy direction, reporting arrangements, 

and mediation of conflict, reserving only major decisions to the 

top while encouraging staff to take initiative in day to day 

operations. Thus general policies can be adapted to specific 

local circumstances and prompt, responsive services can be 

provided to clients. As previously mentioned, the opportunity 

i— 
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for staff members  to exercise  initiative and to take responsi- 

bilities is an important element in the maintenance of  staff 

morale. 

2)  Extending Services to the Field.    Most countries wish 

to avoid excessive concentration of manufacturing in the capital 

city and to disperse industry as widely as  this can efficiently 

be done throughout the country.     Indeed one of the benefits of a 

labor intensive  industrial strategy based on locally available 

raw materials and catering to local mass markets in relatively 

small scale  units  is that it facilitates the dispersal of 

industry and consequently of employment benefits and oppor- 

tunities for gaining experience in organizing, managing and 

participating  in manufacturing activities.     To encourage this 

pattern of  industrial development it is  important that basic 

industrial developmental services be located in regional centers 

throughout the country within easy reach of perspective enter- 

prcneurs so  that  they may be encouraged to use the services of 

the organization anu v;nx not be compelled to make the  long 

and often costly trip to the capital city when they are looking 

for assistance.     Locating staff  in the  field represents a cost 

factor that  some  industrial development organizations may be 

tempted to avoid,  especially since they cannot deploy a full 

range of services to regional centers except where a particular 

geographically concentrated industry appears to repre- 

sent a high priority for the country's industrial growth.    This 

temptation should, however,  be resisted.    Methods    should be 

found to provide basic services nation-wide,  to permit field 

personnel to make certain decisions on the spot,  to maintain 
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ready contact through good comm .nications faci.ities 

with staff members at the center who control specia- 

lized skills and information, and to facilitate travel 

from the capital city by specialized staff members.  The 

organization might consider a field services unit in head- 

quarters to backstop staff located in regional centers. 

Unless special steps of are taken to serve the field by 

such methods, the geographic pattern of industrial deve- 

lopment will inevitable be skewed in favor of the capital 

city, where the infrastructure tends to be superior and facili- 

tati ve services are concentrated. 

F)  External Linkages.  As I have previously indicated , no 

organization is self-sufficient or exists in a social and 

political vacuum.  The resources that an institution needs 

including authority, public support, information, and funds 

must come from outside it^ boundaries, and so do the users 

of its services.  Institutional leadership must , therefore, 

devote considerable attention to cultivating the organiza- 

tions and groups with which they must continuously interact. 

Indeed, one of the tests of successful institution building is 

the degree to which related organizations and groups have 

been persuaded to accept and adopt the values and the prio- 

rities of the organizations as their own. The management of 

external relationships may involve education and persuasion. 

It may involve the mutual exchange of services and support 
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which may, in turn affect the program priorities of the 

industrial development organization, or the way it makes 

its services available. At times it may involve conflict 

and compromise with other organizations over policies, scarce 

resources, or organizational jurisdiction, which will test 

the political skills of the organization's leadership. These 

external linkages are vital to the ability of an organization, 

especially when it is performing a new range of services to 

carry out its functions and must therefore, be a major claimant 

on the time and energy of organizational leadership. 

Institutional leadership should develop "intellectual maps" 

of their external environment in order to determine which are 

the more critical relationships on which they and their asso- 

ciates need to focus, tactics for managing each such linkage, 

and the substantive trade-offs that may be involved in the 

give and take between them. These relationships must be 

periodically reassessed in the li ;ht of changing circumstances. 

Institutional leadership should not wait for crises to emerge 

but should anticipate the need for cooperation and for the 

cultivation of major linkages on their own initiative before 

serious problems arise. Moreover the management of external 

linkages should not be exclusively the responsiblity of 

organizational leadership. It should also involve the efforts 

of middle level staff members in their day to day contact with 

L _.. 
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counterpartB in other organization. They must be made aware 

of their responsibilities for developing and cultivating 

linkages which are «pspit^al to the successful performance 

of their activities. 

Among the important linkages for industrial development 

organizations are those with: 

1) Clients - existing industries which desire to expand 

otherwise to use the organization's services, prospective 

entrepreneurs who desire access to its resources, and local 

communities which hope to benefit from the location of new 

industries. The industrial development organization both 

guides and stimulates interest and activities among prospective 

clients and attempts to respond to their needs with appropriate 

services. The organization's promotional and public information 

activities will, of course, gain credibility only if they are 

matched by useful services especially since its success depende 

entirely un 4:he performance of the industries it assists. Unless 

an industrial developmant institution is client-oriented and 

earns and maintains the support of those it is expected to help, 

it support base and ability to attract resources will be deservedly 

weak. 

Therefore, a dynamic industrial development institution need 

not and should not wait to be approached by individual firms 

or prospective entrepreneurs for assistance. They should 

reach out aggressively to contact existing firms, craftmen, 

L __ 
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and communities who micrM be potentially interested in their 

services.  This should include public, private and cooperative sec- 

tor firms and groups.  The institution may find it useful to 

organize its constituencies in advisory committees by region 

and by sector of industry in order to improve its sources of 

information, stimulate mutual cooperation among suppliers, 

processors,marketers and communities, especially in sectors 

to which the government attaches priority in its industrial 

development strategy, and to build a coalition of interest groups 

concerned with industrial progress.  An organized constituency 

can help to link the institution effectively to the specific 

groups it is required to serve and overcome one of the most 

commonly noted deficiencies of industrial development insti- 

tutions - the great gap between them and their prospective 

clientele. 

2) Government Agctuj-i. Jó.  t>ome government agencies, including 

the President or Prime Minister and his principal advisors, and 

the Ministry of Finance provide the continuing authority the 

organization needs in order to operate •  They also control its 

vital access to funds.  Withdrawal of support from these quarters 

can result in the strangulation of the organization or in severely 

limiting the scale and the scope of its operations.  The need to 

maintain healthy linkages with these centers pf power are 

obvious.  An industrial development organization may also 

require links with other organizations, e.g., the Ministry 

of Education and training centers on whom it may depend for 

industrial and management skills training, the Central Bank 
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for prompt and favorable decisions on the allocation of 

foreign excnange, the Public Werks Department .or highway 

connections and local authorities for the provision of land 

and related services. Each such linked organization is in 

a position to facilitate the work of an industrial develop- 

ment organization or to make problems. Thus they must claim 

the time and attention of institutional leadership even be- 

fore specific problems develop. 

3) Non-governmental organizations Depending on the 

economic structure and industrial development policies of 

particular countries, there may be private organizations, - 

banks which can assist in financing, trading companies that can 

participate in export marketing, importers which can facilitate 

the importation of capital goods, foreign industrial investors, 

and local agricultural and mineral producers who may be able 

to provide needed raw materials. Any of them may have roles 

to play in the implantation of industrial development stra- 

tegies and of specific projects.  It is important that compa- 

tible linkages be maintained with such private sector organiza- 

tions so that the resources and services they can contribute 

will be available as needed and on mutually acceptable terms. 

4) Foreign organizations There are numerous foreign agencies 

which may.be useful to a national industrial development insti- 

tution. Information on manpower training, on appropriate indus- 

trial technologies, on marketing, and on facilities and numerous 
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forma of technical, organizational ana financial assistance 

are available rrom a variety or Dilaterai and multilateral 

development assistance acjoncies, including UNTDO. While it 

is important to insuro that a country's industrial strategy 

ia not dorian tad or dictated by outside influences, no matter 

how veil ir.aaning, carefully chosen external assistance can 

provide invaluable resources for planning and implementing 

the many facets of an industrial development strategy.  Insti- 

tutional leadership must therefore, get to know what kinds of 

services ere available, on what terms, from what external 

assistance organisations in ordar to be able to make the most 

profitable choicrr, and not to be looked in to the first few 

organizations that come along.  It ia usually prudent to 

diversify conreos oí external assistance, but not to the 

point that ct ^lopnimt programs lose their coherence or that 

the iranacjqri. i bureen of rnintai Lng a very wide network 

of contacts begins to e-tceed the bsnefits available. The 

management oi: linkages v/iMi public foreign assistance organi- 

zations involves considerable negotiation, so that program 

aid project needs can be matched with donor capabilites on 

mutually acceptable ternis.  It also involves skillful timing 

so that resources provided from outside and those provided by 

the councry, irr instance, external advisors and local counter- 

parts, external equipment and local facilities can come togeth« 

at the right time. 

>4t>*t»'»\ 
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There  are   also numerous organizations willing   to provide 

research,   expertise,   and   tinane i al  assistance on  a   commercial 

basis,   including  foreign   investors whose   interests  may  be  com- 

patible with  those  of  the country.     The   attention   required by 

such  linkages  depends on  a determination  by the  institution's 

leadership of  how important  they are to  the national development 

strategy  and   the terms  that can be arranged   for cooperation. 

The   superior   information which  is frequently available  to  foreign 

suppliers  on   ;U1 phases  of  industrial development  makes   it 

important  that  the   industrial,   development   institution,   especially 

in   its early   stages,have  available  the   services of   individuals 

provided perhaps by   international  assistance organizations who 

have   the  technical   skills and  experience  needed  to  evaluate  the 

services  and  equipment  which   foreign  suppliers are  eager  to 

offer. 

Among f reign organizations which might be useful in the 

industrial development of low income countries are those located 

in other Third World countries.  Some of them have had recent, 

successful experience in coping with specific problems similar to 

those now being encountered in low incomes countries and under similar 

conditions.  This increasingly relevant source of support and 

cooperation is often neglected.  Some such contacts may be available 

in neighboring countries, but they should not be limited to 

nearby countries.  Information and cooperation may range from 

production processes, manpower training and management methods 
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to markat develor..aent and participation in joint ventures. 

UNIDO can perform a very useful service in fostering linkages 

of this kino. 

IV. A Learning Prccas.  Institution building involves 

simultaneously the manag T.ô^C of an organization or related 

networks of organizations committed to a common set of purposes 

and the cultivation of linkages with other groups which are 

important to the success oí its institutional objectives.  In 

the flow of daily wents institution building becomes a con- 

tinuous learning procccr , both about the organization itself 

and about its external environment, both of which are conti- 

nuously changing.  It ir. through this learning process that 

industrial institutions can rdjust more effectively to new 

conditions includine; both constraints and opportunities, 

improvise ways to i^.ilize snd use resources more efficiently, 

and develop bottsr mothcJü to impact effectively on their 

external environ-^-.,  . ; --ir:?.;/ ^isitng and candidate 

anterprisr wh~.  ,        ..i^-^in**. +^~  success of national 

industrial dsvelopv-r.t rt::ategies. No matter how elegant the 

original institution -.ssign or how well thought out the 

original industrial développent strategy and policies, their 

implementation requires continous modification with experience 

and with changing circumstances.  Thus, institution building 

for industrial dove?orient is, in essence, a continuous learning 

process. To benefit frcm this learning process requires able 

and dynamic manage,out.  Thin in turn, depends in large 

measure the coapctoi^c, cVdication and continuity of insti- 

tutional leadership. 
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